BuildingOS saves commercial building operators
millions by providing better visibility into their data.

The fastest way to turn your buildings’ information
into insights and savings.

Improving our building operations
improves the value of McKesson’s
portfolio. BuildingOS is a great
tool to help us achieve this.

Building owners, operators, managers and occupants are
increasingly focused on how building performance drives
business performance. Unfortunately, they’re often mired in
a sea of paper, spreadsheets, and siloed solutions. For over a
decade, Lucid has been helping operators use data to improve
building operations, making building management easy.
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Gain visibility

Discover improvements

Drive action

Capture data in a single
unified, real-time platform.

Analyze complex data to find cost
savings, improve productivity, and
prioritize projects.

Engage stakeholders with awardwinning collaboration tools and
deliver key findings when and
where people need them.

Powerful, Cloud-Based
Building Management
•

Single unified view into building performance data

•

Energy and resource management

•

Occupant engagement

•

Operations analytics [O&M Analytics]

•

Prescriptive fault detection

Trusted by hundreds of organizations

BuildingOS Platform Features
Powerful data integration tools

Award winning, intuitive interface for all
users

 180+ integrations for automating utility, smart meter,
sub-meter, building system and IoT devices.

 Drag and drop customizations of dashboards and

 Robust data capture and cleaning tools.
 Meets the highest security needs of Fortune 500

 Dedicated service and support to ensure ongoing

reports.

success.

customers.

Data engine designed specifically for
buildings

 Responsive design for mobile access.

 Flexible data model designed specifically to manage

 Create simple, powerful charts, graphs, and

 Ability to normalize and structure diverse data

 Custom adhoc analysis and dashboard creation with

 Advanced algorithms to drive complex functions such

 Collaborate with shared dashboards, scheduled

Flexible reporting engine
dashboards.

ever-changing data types within buildings.

simple UI tools.

sources and types into a complete, unified data set.
as rates and tariffs and weather normalization.

emails, and proactive alerts, all driven from a single,
complete data set.

 Easy integration into other platforms.

Lucid is the industry’s leading provider of cloud-based building management software. Lucid
believes that by improving how buildings operate, building owners and managers can find
new efficiencies, drive tenant satisfaction and improve business performance. Lucid software
centralizes commercial building data and makes it easy to discover new insights about how
buildings and portfolios are actually performing in real time. Our cloud-based platform serves
over 500 organizations, 15,000 buildings, and 1.5 billion square feet. The platform empowers
energy management professionals, sustainability and operations teams to focus on efficient,
cost-effective, and profitable management of their buildings. For more information visit
www.lucidconnects.com
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